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The new TASKalfa 2550ci will appeal to teams who need excellent colour quality, reliability and advanced
digital capabilities. It extends the TASKalfa range’s celebrated production quality and easy operation
to offices of all sizes.
This 25ppm, A3 colour multifunctional projects a premium corporate image, delivering rich colour
consistency, extra sharp contrast and outstanding reproduction of charts, presentations and flyers.
It is as impressive with digital documentation as it is with the printed page. Its ability to scan
directly into PDF format, to incorporate advanced compression and encryption and to send documents to
email recipients, network locations, USB sticks or even FTP sites identify this device as a digital
powerhouse for ambitious workgroups.
Anup Rai, Product Marketing Manager, KYOCERA Document Solutions UK
(http://www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.uk), says “The TASKalfa 2550ci
(http://www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.uk) exemplifies the level of product customers can expect from
KYOCERA Document Solutions. It builds on the success of the award-winning TASKalfa 250ci, combining
excellent colour quality, document handling and reliability with support for document security.”
Although extremely capable in its standard form, the TASKalfa 2550ci can be enhanced to include user
authentication so documents are only released to the correct user, protecting confidentiality. Other
options include the secure erasing of stored data.
The TASKalfa 2550ci shares the same impressive colour touch-screen control panel as other TASKalfa
devices, easing its introduction into organisations with established KYOCERA fleets and helping new and
established users perform advanced tasks quickly and intuitively.
By incorporating HyPAS (Hybrid Platform for Advanced Solutions), KYOCERA’s open software development
platform, the TASKalfa 2550ci inherits the same application compatibility as the rest of the TASKalfa i
series allowing workgroups to migrate seamlessly from paper documents to digital with optional functions
such as one-click Scan-To-Me.
It also features numerous innovative functions. If the required paper is not available to print a
document, Job Skip shuffles it to the end of the print queue and the device continues with jobs it can
print. If colour toner runs out Monochrome Print keeps the office running by automatically switching to
black and white.
The TASKalfa 2550ci’s compact size suits the space constraints smaller teams often face. For example,
the optional stapling finisher attaches to its side, taking far less space than floor-standing
finishers.
Graham Cox, Sales Director, KYOCERA Document Solutions UK summarises the importance of the TASKalfa
2550ci: “The 20-30ppm sector is a critical part of the colour multifunctional market. With the TASKalfa
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2550ci, KYOCERA Document Solutions is demonstrating that we can give people the capabilities they
normally associate with high-end multifunctionals at a price associated with less intelligent
devices.”
About KYOCERA Document Solutions
KYOCERA Document Solutions is one of the world's leading office document solutions companies. Its product
range includes ECOSYS printers, reliable TASKalfa and SmartMFP multifunctional devices and is
complemented by supplies, software and services. KYOCERA Document Solutions provides innovative products,
built on a foundation of long-life components, allowing it to offer low total cost of ownership and high
efficiency in any workplace.
For more details please contact:
E: ukpr@duk.kyocera.com
T: 0118 931 1500
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.uk
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